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2.3.2: Teachers use ICT enabled tools for effective teaching-learning process. 

Institution motivates the faculty to adopt new and innovative approaches by providing ICT 

arrangements and infrastructure. Such innovative practice has a wide impact on student's learning as 

they develop skills like presentations, communication, analytical, scientific reasoning, creative reading, 

time management and which results in overall personality development. It enables the teacher to spend 

more time with individual students and allows students to carry out more work that is independent. 

 We have Ten (10) classrooms for main subjects are equipped with LCD projectors. We have two 

Interactive Boards, one is installed in Digital Auditorium (Classroom) while the second in 

installed in a classroom (Room No- 25), and some faculty members have been provided a 

Laptop, pen drives and each department has PC with printer and scanner. 

 The college has a Wi-Fi facility and through N-Computing system the teachers can show their 

presentations in the classrooms through LCD projectors. 

 College has two computer labs with adequate number of computers which are used for BCA 

students and even commerce related subjects like Income Tax, E-Commerce, Tally, Account etc. 

We have also broadband line for PCs from a renowned service provider with upto 100 Mbps 

speed. 

 All teachers have been provided adequate computer training and they are familiar with ICT tools. 

Many of our teachers use Google Classroom, Zoom app, Blogs, Teach mint, Google Meet and 

You Tube to enrich their teaching/learning ability. 

 We have Inflibnet (N-List) subscription in our library so that the faculty members can use latest 

e-resources. The librarian generates and communicates the IDs and passwords for the use. Even 

we conduct the training session for students for using N-List in their learning and research. 

 Using PPT through the use of ICT in educational work, most of the teachers make the learning 

process easier and more interesting. 

 Most of our permanent faculty has gone through the faculty development programmes conducted 

by TLCs for creating and co creating MOOCs. 

 We have Whatsapp Groups for each class through which we share various learning material and 

important notices. 
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 ICT tools are being deliberately used in teaching-learning process by teachers, the tools like 

Smart Phones, Internet, Overhead Projector, Smart boards, Google Class Room, e-mail, 

Microsoft Teams Online Classes, Blogs, Class-wise WhatsApp Groups, and You Tube Channel 

are being used to make students understand the courses and enhance their learning experience. 

 We have neatly organised and maintained website which plays vital role. 

 The information regarding the available educational websites is provided to the creative students 

to enhance their skills and knowledge.  

 


